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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO8002853A1] A device for coupling together two bodies in any position with respect to each other, which bodies are mounted for a linear
displacement with respect to each other, in particular in a self-raising platform structure for coupling together the platform and a leg of said structure,
said device comprising at least one set of first pawl means (3), each pawl of which is connected to one of said bodies for a pivotal movement and
the contact parts thereof are shaped so that upon a pivotal movement of the pawl means towards each other in the direction of the one direction of
relative linear displacement corresponding points of the contact parts approach each other, so that the relative movement between the bodies will
be inhibited in this direction while being admitted in the other direction, at least one set of second pawl means (4) having the same construction as
said set of first pawl means, and spaced apart from said set of first pawl means being provided, which are mounted for a pivotal movement in such a
manner that upon a pivotal movement thereof towards each other in the direction of the other direction of relative linear displacement corresponding
points of the contact parts of the pawl means will approach each other.
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